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Lawrence became one of the 
first colleges in the Midwest to 
offer "triple-certified" coffee this 
Tuesday when it debuted at the 
Underground coffeehouse to a 
crowd that event organizers say 
exceeded their hopes.
Steve Rogness, a member of 
Lawrence environmental group 
Greenfire and an organizer of 
Tuesday's event, explained that 
since the World Trade 
Organization was established in 
1997, the coffee market has 
expanded substantially, and 
prices have been driven down to a 
point that barely keeps coffee 
farmers out of poverty.
Higher market supply with­
out a change in demand leads to 
lower prices, which consequently 
make it more difficult for coffee 
farmers to subsist.
"Triple-certified" indicates 
that the coffee has Fair Trade cer­
tification, that it is certified 
organic, and that the coffee is 
shade-grown.
According to Rogness, Fair 
Trade is a trading partnership 
that seeks equity in international 
trade. Organic and shade-grown 
agriculture encourage environ­
mental protection. Shade-grown 
means the beans are grown 
beneath the rainforest canopy.
Rogness also stated that grow­
ing beans in the shade avoids the 
alternative of "slash-and-burn" 
agriculture, which destroys irre­
placeable rainforest ecosystems.
Rogness addressed concerns
MARISA LINLEY TASTES THE NEW BREW.
The Underground Coffeehouse as a gesture
Corporation, parent company of 
Lawrence's fair trade distributor, 
is not known for their model labor 
practices. He said that although 
the system is imperfect, it is a 
step in the right direction. The 
farmers who will get the extra 10
photo by Quinn Lake 
being offered for free Tuesday night at 
supporting equity in international trade.
coffee will benefit from Lawrence 
students' purchases.
"Steps like this are extremely 
important for Lawrence. 
Students often complain that 
they feel isolated from the world, 
or similarly, that they lack the
This symbol promises fair trade coffee.
Lawrence that will have a posi­
tive impact," said Rogness. 
"Options like triple-certified cof­
fee offer students the opportunity 
to live intentionally, and to make 
decisions in their daily lives that 
will positively affect the world.
“Events like the Fair Trade 
coffee kick-off are meant to show 
students that they are not isolat­
ed from world events, as many 
feel they are here at Lawrence. 
We all have the power to change 
things for the better."
Greenfire representatives 
noted that this is only the begin­
ning of changes their organiza­
tion hopes to make on campus. 
Rogness noted that Yale 
University's equivalent to LUCC 
just passed a resolution request­
ing that the administration work 
toward making all campus dining 
facilities Fair Trade compliant, 
and mentioned that Greenfire 
may urge Lawrence to head in
some hold that the Sara Lee cents per cup paid for Fair Trade ability to make living choices at that direction as well.
Tropos and Ariel face funding 
crunch, publication perils
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Smoking halo, 
MLK Jr. Day 
revisited at 
LUCC meeting
by Andy Dolan
News Editor
A special LUCC general 
council meeting was held 
Tuesday in order to discuss the 
"Smoking Halo" legislation and 
to revisit the issue of observing 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
on campus. It was also men­
tioned that Brokaw Hall will no 
longer be used for student hous­
ing, effective next year.
Several weeks ago, LUCC 
voted to recognize MLK Jr. Day 
on campus by recommending to 
the faculty committee that no 
classes be held on that holiday.
The national holiday is 
observed on the third Monday in 
January, and would replace 
Dean's Day, which is scheduled 
for the first Monday of eighth 
week, rather than creating an 
additional day off of classes.
LUCC President Cole 
DeLaney wished to discuss the 
decision further after some fac­
ulty members asked if having no 
class on MLK Jr. Day was the 
only way to recognize the holi­
day.
DeLaney asked the council if 
they felt that other methods, 
such as ceremonies or events, 
could constitute sufficient recog­
nition for the holiday, or if hav­
ing the day off was absolutely 
necessary.
Some are concerned that 
having a day off classes during 
third week rather than eighth 
week would be less beneficial to 
students since workloads are 
generally heavier near the end 
of the term.
After discussing the new 
issue, the council came to the 
consensus that having the day 
off was the best way to observe 
the holiday and that the day 
should replace Dean's Day 
despite concerns of academic 
efficacy. DeLaney said that he 
would relay this decision to the 
curriculum board on Thursday.
The proposed "Smoking 
Halo" legislation was also dis­
cussed briefly at the meeting.
The legislation seeks to add 
the following language to the 
smoking prohibitions clause of 
the LU bylaws: "There will be a 
smoke-free zone of at least 25 
feet around the entrances of all 
smoke-free residences, including 
Kohler Hall."
The legislation aims to elimi­
nate smoke around entrances of 
the residence halls because it 
reportedly bothers some resi­
dents and can be potentially 
dangerous for those with aller­
gies to cigarette smoke.
The issue will be discussed in
See LUCC on page 7
Fair Trade Coffee debuts atLU
by Emily DeRosier
For The Lawrentian
by Jonathon Isaacson
News Editor
Campus-wide budget cuts 
have effected two Lawrence 
University student publications. 
Both Ariel, the school's year­
book, and Tropos, a literary and 
arts publication, are working 
with budgets less than what the 
student groups determined was 
necessary for production costs.
Lawrence University's year­
book has a long tradition of pub­
lication. For over a century, Ariel 
has been chronicling people and 
events at Lawrence. Ariel edi­
tor-in-chief Justine Reimnitz 
says this year's yearbook will 
not be as elaborate or creative as 
she would like. "We had to make 
lots of sacrifices," she says. One 
example Reimnitz gave was that 
the 2003 yearbook, including the 
cover, will be printed in mono­
chrome to save on printing costs.
Originally, Reimnitz envi­
sioned a different end product, 
commenting: "I would love to be 
able to include 48 pages of color." 
For the budget to accomplish 
what Reimnitz wishes, Ariel 
funding would require a sub­
stantial increase. Budget con­
straints are one of two problems 
for the production of the school's 
yearbook; the other is under­
staffing, which Reimnitz says is 
the larger problem.
Reimnitz also cited the apa­
thetic attitude she feels many 
Lawrentians hold towards the 
yearbook as problematic. 
Reimnitz acknowledges that 
some yearbooks have been "a 
waste of paper," but Reimnitz 
says she is trying her best to put 
out a quality yearbook. 
Reimnitz said that the yearbook 
organization has received 
scathing emails that end with 
the statement, "Make it better."
She says she replies politely, 
including a suggestion that they 
could help to make it better by 
getting involved.
Lack of involvement has 
been a problem at Tropos in the 
recent past, but editors hope it 
won't be a problem this year. 
"Tropos is planning this year to 
produce one major publication 
at the end of the year called 
Tropos 2003," John Gale and 
Emilie Walgenbach, co-editors, 
wrote in an e-mail. Tropos has 
not appeared on campus the 
past two years for financial rea­
sons and lack of content.
Gale and Walgenbach 
described getting submissions 
as, "a small uphill battle," that 
has contributed to the lack of 
Tropos magazines for the past 
two years.
While they hope to receive 
enough submissions to put 
together a publication, they stat­
ed that publication will be limit­
ed by a tight budget and outdat­
ed technology. In their e-mail, 
the editors commented, "Tropos 
is about $3,000 short of reaching 
the print cost estimated from 
previous years."
While Gale and Walgenbach 
are confident that they can cut 
costs enough to publish, the 
problem of working on six-year- 
old computers remains. With 
these computers, they say, "We 
cannot see ourselves publishing 
a high quality magazine for 
much longer."
According to Reimnitz, stu­
dent publications serve an 
important function on campus. 
She thinks that people should 
get involved with student publi­
cations and stresses the need for 
writers, photographers, and 
graphic designers, if the stan­
dards of the Lawrence communi­
ty are to be met.
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Scholarship competition 
receives an overhaul
by Ceilidh Mar
Staff Writer
For most Lawrence students 
the Lawrence University 
Scholarship Competition brings 
up memories of letters of recom­
mendation, stressing over GPAs, 
and a surfeit of essays. Today's 
applicant has a different set of 
hurdles to jump.
The scholarship competition 
is used in awarding many schol­
arships, including three main 
competitive merit scholarships: 
the Trustee Scholarship ($40,000 
over four years), the Presidential 
Scholarship ($30,000 over four 
years), and the Alumni 
Scholarship ($20,000 over four 
years).
These highly competitive 
scholarships require a minimum 
GPA of 3.75 and test scores of 28 
ACT composite or 1240 com­
bined SAT, along with recom­
mendations and extra-curricular 
activities. But instead of the pre­
viously required essays, 
Lawrence has implemented a 
new format that includes an on- 
campus interview.
This change is part of the 
ongoing search for the best sys­
tem of awarding the scholar­
ships. For the past five years 
Lawrence has been changing 
aspects of the application 
process, mainly in an attempt to 
determine whether the decisions 
for the awards should be based 
solely on the information pre­
sented in the application materi­
als or on some form of on-campus 
competition.
This year's scholarship com­
petition utilizes a competitive 
interview with an interview 
team, eliminating the essay sec­
tion o f the application. The 
teams will consist of a faculty 
member, a current scholarship 
winner, and either a Lawrence 
graduate or an administrative 
staff member.
The new system started in 
mid-January with the first eight 
interviews, but most of the inter­
views will be held during the two 
upcoming Scholarship
Competition weekends (Feb. 7-8 
and 21-22).
These weekends are also set 
up to coincide with the on-cam- 
pus conservatory auditions. This 
will make it easier for prospec­
tive students who plan on partic­
ipating in both the competition 
and the auditions.
At the same time as these 
events, the admissions depart­
ment will be planning recep­
tions, parent-to-parent panels, 
and activities for the prospective 
students. If the competition goes 
well it could become a yearly 
event, involving both current 
students and the prospective 
students.
Admissions is looking for stu­
dents to overnight host the 
Fridays of the competitions. 
Anyone interested should con­
tact the admissions office at 
x6500.
Career Corner
sponsored by the Career Center
Where can you go with a liberal arts degree? What options are out there for Lawrence 
graduates? The Career Corner tells the stories of some almni who have found answers to 
these questions and proves that, yes, there is a job out there for you.
T his time last year, Timothy Burnside was shuffling through her midterms. This year, she is shuffling through the archives at the National Museum of American History in the 
Smithsonian Institute, Washington D.C.
Burnside graduated with a major in 
English, a minor in history, and what she calls 
an "undeclared minor in music." Always active 
in both the college and conservatory, Burnside 
is particularly excited about her role today: "I 
get to combine the three things I love into one 
with this position every day." Burnside works 
with music archives, documenting the Doc 
Cheetham collection.
Besides her work, Burnside is excited about 
living in Washington D.C. "I live on 16th, so 
basically you follow it into the city, keep going, 
and it ends at the White House." She walks by 
the F.B.I. building every day on the way to 
work, she says, and also gets "to see so much 
happening, so many people from around the 
world. It is amazing."
"I wouldn't be interested had I not had the
opportunity to take advantage of a strong con­
servatory and college," says Burnside. "For 
instance, with very important figures. Wynton 
Marsalis came, I got to hear him play, hear 
him talk. When I stumbled on a letter from 
him to Doc Cheetham in the collection, that 
gave it special meaning for me."
To become an archivist, Burnside recom­
mends visiting archives in the area. She says 
she felt "very prepared" going into her job, and 
she advises that others who are interested get 
some experience ahead of time: "They are 
very, very useful places. It is good to become 
familiar with knowing how to handle different 
materials-letters, photographs, vinyls, there is 
a different way to deal with all of it...it is nicer 
to be able to get into the field and not have to 
ask questions every ten seconds."
Burnside is considering getting a masters 
from a school like the University of Maryland, 
who has an archive program. In the meantime, 
she is enjoying life in the "real world" and 
hopes to stay with the Smithsonian museums.
wbavs O il?  at Lawrence University
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7
1:00-2:00 p.m. Beginning Spanish study session; Language House.
3:00-4:00 pjn. ITC workshop: Learning the Basics of Excel.
7:00 p.m. Hockey vs. Hamline University; Appleton Family Ice
Center.
7:30 & 10:00 p.m. Classic Film Club movie: Jaws; Wriston audi­
torium.
800 p.m. "Great Beginnings," Concert Choir, Chorale, and
Women's Choir concert, conducted by Richard Bjella 
and Phillip Swan; Memorial Chapel.
900 p.m. Victoria Davitt, acoustic performance; The
Underground Coffeehouse.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8
200 pjn . Hockey vs. Hamline University; Appleton Family Ice 
Center.
3:00 p.m. Viking Choral Festival concert; Memorial Chapel.
7:00 p.m. Informal flute studio; The Underground
Coffeehouse.
800 p.m. Wind Ensemble Chamber Musk concert, conducted
by Robert Levy; Harper Hall.
800 p.m. Prayformance of Thoth, vocalist, violinst, and
dancer, sponsored by the Class of '65 activity grant; 
Riverview Lounge. Free, general admission ticket 
required, available from the Information Desk.
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 9
5:30 p.m. Violin Studio recital; Memorial Chapel.
8:00 p.m. Student Composers’ recital; Harper Hall.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10
12:30 p.m. LUCC Student Welfare committee; Downer Dining
Room E.
7:00 p.m. Mortar Board First Chance/Last Chance Lecture
Series: "Why Are There So Many Kinds of Bats?: 
Evolutionary Mechanisms of Species Coexistence in 
Tropical Bat Communities," Jodi Sedlock, assistant 
professor of biology; Science Hall 102. Refreshments
following lecture.
8:00 p.m. Student recital: Michael Brody, piano; Harper Hall.
8:00 p.m. French movie and snacks; Language House, 739 E.
College Avenue.
10:00 p.m. Open jam session (jazz); The Underground
Coffeehouse.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY II
12:00 noon Wellness Committee meeting; Colman Hall lounge. 
3:00-4:00 p.m. ITC workshop: Scanning Images.
3:00-4:00 p.m. German study session; Language House, 739 E. 
College Avenue.
5:00 p.m. LUCC General Council meeting; Riverview Lounge. 
5:00 pjn. Econ Club lunch; Lucinda’s  
8:00 p.m. SOUP (Student Organization for University
Programming) meeting; LUCC Conference Room. 
9:00 p.m. Open Mic Night; The Underground Coffeehouse.
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 12
7:00 p.m. War and Peace in the Middle East lecture:
"From Camp David to 9/11 - Did We Bring It on 
Ourselves?" Mark A  Bruzonsky, ‘69, publisher 
of Mid-East Realities, Washington, D.C.;
Youngchild 121.
7:00 pjn. Ed night; Plantz Hall basement.
7:00-8:00 p.m.R6sum6 help from Career Assistant Amanda;
Colman Hall lounge.
7:30 p.m. Mortar Board Week movie: School Ties; Wriston
auditorium.
8:00 p.m. Jazz Small Groups concert; Harper Hall.
8:00-9:00 p.m.R£sum6 and cover letter review with Career 
Assistant Erica; Kohler Hall lounge.
9:30 p.m. Improv Hour, sponsored by IGLU; The Underground
Coffeehouse.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13
Mid-term reading period February 13-16.
9:00 a.m.- Residency: "What Every Musician Needs to
Know
6:30 p.m. About the Body," Barbara Conable, Alexander
Technique specialist and developer of Body Mapping 
for Musicians; Harper Hall. Contact Janet Anthony, 
professor of music, at 832-6615 or email janet.antho- 
ny@lawrence.edu for more information.
3:00 p.m. EALC Movie Series: YiYi, a Chinese film; Wriston
auditorium.
5:00 p.m. French and German study session; Language
House, 739 E. College Avenue.
7:30 pjn. Mortar Board Week movie: A Beautiful Mind;
Wriston auditorium.
9:00-10:00 p.m.R6sum6 review session with Career Assistant 
Adwoa; Sage Hall lounge.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14
Mid-term reading period.
9:00 a.m.- Residency: Barbara Conable, Alexander Technique
6:30 pjn. Specialist; Harper Hall. See February 13.
9:30-11:00 p.m. ITC workshop: The ABC's of Mail Merging
with Banner/Brio Information.
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 15
Mid-term reading period.
9:30 a.m.- Residency: Barbara Conable, Alexander Technique
6:30 p.m. Specialist; Harper Hall. See February 13.
12:20 pjn. LU Opera Club: Metropolitan Opera radio broadcast
of Don Giovanni; Music-Drama 142.
7.-00 p.m. Informal flute studio; The Underground
Coffeehouse.
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16
Mid-term reading period.
2:00 p.m. Lawrence Academy of Music Honors recital; Harper
Hall.
4:00 p.m. Hockey vs. Milwaukee School o f Engineering;
Appleton Family Ice Center.
7:00 p.m. “Storytime,” Lawrence professors read their favorite
stories to students, sponsored by Mortar Board; 
Milwaukee Downer Room.
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Past reflections from LU abroad
Students from the Lawrence 
community have been going abroad 
for decades. Fantastic, wonderful, 
and all-around charming
Lawrence students have recorded 
their experiences for The
Lawrentian through the years. 
Here, then, are various accounts of 
Lawrentians long-graduated, and 
their time spent away from the infa­
mous "Lawrence Bubble."
Student Sees Vietnam War As A 
Tragic 'Way of Life'
(Saturday, October 16, 1965 
Volume 90-No. 4)
The following was excerpted 
from a longer article that appeared 
in The Lawrentian, and was writ­
ten by Elmira Kendricks, who visit­
ed Vietnam with a group of students 
and religious leaders in an effort to 
seek a peaceful resolution to the 
armed conflict going on while they 
were there.
Perhaps the most influential 
thing that we learned in our visit to 
South Vietnam is that the war is 
real. Twenty-five years of war is too 
long. The consequences of this long 
period of war have touched each vil­
lage, each family, and each person 
in Vietnam. War has become the 
normal way of life for the nation.
Small children in areas con­
trolled by the Vietcong now learn 
how to set land mines to blow up 
South Vietnamese government 
troops. Families of South 
Vietnamese soldiers live in the fox­
holes with the soldiers, and during 
battle in the camp areas a wife 
must divide her energies between 
watching her children and loading 
ammunition clips for her husband.
Saigon's new lullaby is the 
sound of distant "harassment" mor­
tar fire combined with rock and roll 
music that spills out from the new 
crop of bars and nightclubs that 
cater to the U.S. soldiers. During
the day, Saigon's normally heavy 
traffic is now complicated and halt­
ed by movement of troops and 
equipment through the city battle 
zones.
Student Describes Study, 
Travel in Israel
(Saturday, January 15,1966 . . .  
.. Volume 85 - Number 12)
Pete Rabinowitz spent six 
months studying Hebrew language 
and culture with a group o f British 
and American college students, an 
experience that was recorded by 
Lawrentian staff 
member Bonnie 
Bryant, and parts 
of which appear 
below.
Pete said that 
probably the
most startling 
thing about the 
country is that it 
is not particular­
ly religious. The 
percent of
Orthodox Jews is 
surprisingly low.
Yet when the 
Sabbath begins 
on Friday evening, the entire coun­
try closes up shop, the buses stop 
running, construction is ceased, 
and ships wait in harbors with per­
ishables to be unloaded.
One Saturday, he was riding a 
bicycle through Jerusalem and sud­
denly he found himself being 
stoned for his actions. Except for an 
occasional flying rock, Pete 
described the city as being "a dead­
er town than Appleton." In summa­
tion on the topic of religion he says 
that "if there is any religion at all it 
is nationalism."
The people of Israel are driven 
by a great desire to become eco­
nomically independent. This is an
incredibly difficult problem
because of the large numbers of 
people coming in and the small 
amount of natural resources.
Pere says that "The land is ripe 
for something to be done, and as 
you are working you get the feeling 
of building a country."
Lawrentian in Central 
America: Missing for Two
Months, Our Man Checks In
(Friday, November 15, 1985 - 
XCXI - NO. 7)
After neglecting to furnish any 
notification as to his whereabouts, 
Lawrentian staff 
member C.J. 
Laing finally
checked in from 
South America, 
where he studied 
with the first 
group of
A s s o c i a t e d  
Colleges o f the 
Midwest Students 
to go to Costa 
Rica. The follow­
ing is part of what 
he had to say.
"As I sit down 
in a filthy, run­
down barrack-type room, the tor­
rential rainfall pounding the thin 
tin roof, my thoughts travel back to 
Lawrence. Not really. What I'm 
really thinking about is the angry 
Lawrentian editor who has not yet 
received one article from his foreign 
correspondent in Costa Rica. But 
next week he can expect the first in 
a series of reports entitled: "CON­
TRA FOR A DAY: The Last 
Extermination Terminator Ninja 
Dragon Rescue Mission III." (Video 
to follow shortly.)
Yes, the room described above 
does exist, and I am residing in it 
for six days. I am living on a large 
farm in the northeastern part of
the country. I am living with the 
workers to try to get a feel for the 
rural life and the rural individual. 
My stay has been somewhat suc­
cessful - at least I can talk to the 
workers during commercials.
Culture shock, at least up to 
now, has been the least of my wor­
ries. What I'm concerned with is 
cutting down the number of faux 
pas per day. How was I to know 
that the bowl of beans and the 
salad was for the entire table and 
just not for me? And how was I to 
know that you had to specify "with­
out rum" when ordering a coke? 
And how was I to know that friend­
ly, pretty, twenty year-old girls may 
have a husband and a child at 
home?"
Munich: Fond Memories
Revisited
(Friday, January 17,1986 - Vol. 
XCXI - No. 10)
When 19 Lawrence students 
returned from a study seminar in 
the Bavarian region o f Germany, 
they shared their experiences with 
The Lawrentians Julie Horst.
In early October studies began 
in Munich, where all students lived 
with German families. Seminar 
participants took three classes 
while living in Munich: Post-World 
War II Political History, Art 
History, and a German literature 
class. All art history classes were 
held in various Munich museums. 
The group also had the opportunity 
to see performances of each play 
read in Mr. Gerlach's literature 
class.
Munich provided excellent 
opportunities for instruction both 
in and outside the classroom. 
Cultural experiences enjoyed by all 
in Munich were semi-frequent vis­
its to the Mathauser, the world's 
largest beer hall, and the ever-pop- 
ular Hobrauhaus.
Mark Your 
Calendar Howl
Meet current RLA’s and 
RHD’s to get any questions 
answered that you might have 
from February 23rd-28th at 
9:00 pm in the following hall
lounges:
* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
•Sunday: Ormsby 
•Monday: Trever 
•Tuesday: Plantz 
•Wednesday: Kohler 
•Thursday: Sage 
•Friday: Colman
Apply to be an RlAl!
•  Join a diverse group of student 
leaders.
•  Gain valuable 
leadership skills.
•  Take part in a very 
rewarding college 
experience.
•  Become a mem­
ber of an exciting 
and tight-knit 
group of student 
leaders.
Applications Available at 
Downer Info Tables 
Feb17th-21st
For more information or questions, contact: 
Jamie Van Boxel
Residence Life Programs Coordinator 
Residence Hall Director 
Phone: x6599 or x7590 
jamie vanboxel@lawrence.edu
Do you want the world to 
know how great your 
sweetheart is?
Let the Lawrence world 
know by publishing 
your feelings in 
The Lawrentian!
Special Valentine’s Day
Classified ads!
•  •  w
For only $2, you can have 
30 words in a classified ad in 
next week’s Lawrentian.
You can campus mail your mushy talk 
to the Lawrentian Office at Mursell 
House, or e-mail it to 
Lawrentian@lawrencc.edu
All submissions must be received by 
5:00 Tuesday evening to be used for 
publication.
Happy Valentine's Day!
Brad 
Lindert
Rock Columnist
I Got My Name 
From Rock and Roll
Cool like me
It happens all the time: 
someone comes up to me and 
goes, "Brad (or Dude), how do I 
get cool like you?" And naturally 
I reply, "Dude (or Miss), you can't 
possibly be as cool as me. But I 
can help you be more cool than 
you are right now."
With that I hand them a 
pamphlet, which contains the 
following content:
So, you want to be a cool per­
son. Well, I can only help your 
coolness factor in the area of 
music. Why? Because, compared 
to stylish dress and good conver­
sation skills, music is both the 
easiest form of coolness and the 
most superficial.
First go out and buy the 
entire Radiohead catalog, minus 
the singles. Yes, buy Pablo Honey 
(the one with "Creep" on it); it 
will come in handy when you 
need to talk about how anyone 
can play guitar (trust me, that is 
a joke only to the truly cool).
Also, you need two copies of 
Kid A. One is the normal version 
and the other is the limited edi­
tion one that is like a children's 
storybook. For Amnesiac you 
only need the limited edition one 
that is like an old library book. 
Have you noticed that limited 
addition equals coolness?
Well, so do import copies. 
Imports are just like normal 
CD’s except they come from far- 
off lands like Germany and 
England. In fact, sometimes you 
can just own an import copy of a 
band to be cool.
Now, The Strokes are too 
popular to be cool, but if you own 
the import copy of their album 
(yeah, the one with the leather 
glove covering a bare butt) you 
avoid being trendy and become 
cool.
Also, you need to find bands 
with weird names like Super 
Furry Animals, Gorkys Zygotic 
Mynci, Shalabi Effect, or any 
other name that is more than 
three words or contains at least 
one symbol (Prince does not 
count). Now, you don't have to 
like these bands, just reference 
them a lot and say that you like 
them.
Next on the coolness list: 
become a musician. No, not a vio­
lin player; I mean a person with 
a guitar or piano (a computer 
works, too). Now, write songs.
It doesn't matter if they are 
good or not, just write them. 
Then either perform them in a 
coffeehouse or, better yet, buy a 
four-track recorder and record 
them. Make tapes for your 
friends. This will make them 
think that you are really cool 
and that you are really talented 
no matter how bad your music 
is. (See? I told you the songs did­
n't need to be good).
After that, you need to start 
voicing your opinions about 
music. If you work at a place
See Lindert on page 6
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No opposition between 
security and freedom
by Eric Lanser
Letter to the Editor
According to Benjamin 
Franklin, "Those willing to give up 
a little liberty for a little security 
deserve neither security nor liber­
ty."
What they don't know is that 
they will get neither. Freedom and 
security are not opposing interests, 
but different aspects of the same 
relationship: the proper relation­
ship between civilized men.
Freedom does not mean "free­
dom from the facts of reality." No 
such freedom is possible. Such a 
freedom would require the freedom 
of man's consciousness from reality. 
Or rather, the freedom to have one's 
wishes rule reality.
However, A is A; reality won’t 
conform to wishes. It is man's con­
sciousness that must submit to 
reality. In the words of Francis 
Bacon, "Nature, to be commanded, 
must be obeyed."
In a political context, freedom 
means freedom from other people. 
This does not mean that one needs 
to be isolated on a desert island in 
order to be free. Your interactions 
with your grocer, professor, or 
friends are not a detriment to your 
freedom.
In these situations you are free 
to deal with people on your terms, 
by your consent and by theirs - if 
they are willing to offer it. The only 
way to violate such consent is to 
interact with them or their proper­
ty by physical force.
Stealing the grocer’s produce, 
changing your professor's grade 
book or plagiarizing his work, and 
sneaking away your friend's video
game are all instances of force. They 
are examples of acting without con­
sent, of violating individual freedom 
- of using force, even if no violence is 
involved.
Buying a product from a grocer, 
learning from a professor, Emd dis­
cussing philosophy with a friend do 
not hinder one's freedom because 
you and they Eire free not to trade, 
not to communicate, and not to con­
verse.
Security means safety from 
force. It means that one's freedom 
from force be protected. When and if 
someone violates your freedom, the 
government retaliates against 
those who initiated force.
Security means freedom not to 
interact with the thief next door, the 
marauding army across the border, 
nihilistic terrorists who care only 
for destruction, or Eirbitrary police 
power. It means that one's person 
Emd property Eire secure from the 
initiation of force.
Freedom and security, then, are 
intimately related. Either is mean­
ingless without the other. 
"Complete freedom" in a state of 
anarchy is no freedom at all. The 
biggest gang is "free" to force you to 
do their bidding.
"Complete security" in a totali­
tarian state is no security at all. You 
Eire not secure from the initiation of 
physicEil force by secret police that 
will make you do their bidding.
Security is necessary for free­
dom and freedom is necessEiry for 
security. Each simply addresses a 
different Eispect o f  the same rela­
tionship: the voluntary relationship 
o f  man to other men.
Properly construed, security
and freedom Erne never opposed, in 
either theory or practice. The 
requirement of freedom and securi­
ty is the same: rule of law. This 
meEins that the power of the gov­
ernment, the power to use legal 
force, is restricted to retaliation 
against those who initiate its use.
Such retaliation must be delim­
ited by objective laws in order to 
keep individual police officers or 
would-be tyrants from using the 
coercive power of the government to 
violate individuEds' freedoms and 
hEunper their security.
For instEmce, police must have a 
reason to search your property or to 
Eirrest you. This is the bsisis for the 
legal principle of "probable cause" 
and the necessity of search war- 
rEints.
However, this is no impediment 
to security. It would be a waste of 
time for officials to arrest someone 
without Einy reason for doing so. 
Police power, under such a system, 
is not arbitrEirily used but subject to 
objective laws and standards of evi­
dence.
These principles apply to every 
imaginable area of the supposed 
conflict between security and free­
dom. Surveillance of e-mails should 
require a warrant or at least proba­
ble cause. No one should be made to 
report to the INS or any other gov­
ernment agency without proper evi­
dence linking one to a crime.
The government has the unique 
responsibility of administering the 
use of force. Its use must be con­
strained to retEiliation according to 
objective principles of law. Only 
under such circumstances Eire secu­
rity Emd freedom possible.
W E  GAINED W E IG H T
Seen our S c h o la rsh ip  Channe l late ly?
Point.. Counterpoint?*
Cell phones are 
for cool people
by Mike Lee
Guest Columnist
could you be?
When I was taking dinner the 
other day at the grill, I noticed a lot 
of people seem to have cell phones.
Not only that, but they use 
them. I mean, it's not like junior 
high, when I had a pager but it was 
only for looks; people actually are 
making the most 
o f their invest­
ment in these 
handheld icons of 
popularity.
While I was 
sitting there, wait­
ing for my food (by 
myself), I couldn't 
help but feel insignificant; it was 
like nobody wanted to talk to me. I 
had been observing smother girl 
talking on the phone while she was 
ordering and then after she had 
received her food as well.
How much more important 
could you be? I mean rather th£m 
be able to devote her attention to 
the cEishier for a minute, she had to 
talk to someone on her cell phone. 
The call w eis so  urgent that it was
WHow much more important
w
necessEuy for her to be rude to the
cashier!
This isn't the only place people 
Eire cool either. When I was driving 
to the store the other day, I saw a 
man talking on his phone in his 
ce it ; he had to have been important.
Not only was he dressed in a 
business suit, but he was in the 
middle of a very important phone 
csdl - so important that he was will­
ing to jeopardize 
not only his life 
but the lives of 
others eis he drove 
down the street.
But what real­
ly impressed me 
was that he could 
not even pull over 
and talk on his phone. He had peo­
ple he had to talk to eis well eis 
places he had to go.
Now I have class a lot, Emd I 
keep busy, but I am not so impor­
tant that I need to be talking to 
someone on the phone in every sec­
ond of my spare time.
Then again, I don’t have any 
friends. I do have one friend, Steve 
Rodriguez. He hsis a cell phone. He 
is cool. I rest my case.
-M ike  Lee
Cell phones are 
for orphan-killers
by Peter Gillette
Editorials Editor
t i Trust me, you aren't that
important.
-Peter Gillette
Every time you use a cell 
phone, a piece of you dies. You 
become a tool.
Maybe you’re okay with 
being a tool. You are not alone. I 
heard that in Asia and Europe 
even more people have cell 
phones. Therefore, people in 
Asia and Europe 
are tools. I’m not 
sure about 
Oceania.
Every time 
you sit in the 
grill talking 
about your per­
sonal life and 
what so and so 
did whenever or 
when you play solitaire on your 
phone even though you already 
have a palm pilot, every time 
you text message (or leave your 
instant messenger on overnight, 
for that matter. Who died and 
made you so important?) . . .
A piece of yourself disap­
pears, since you are so easy to 
get a hold of.
Let's say it's Friday night.
You are at Perkins. You’re sup­
posed to go to a party, a guy 
says, and you forgot. But before 
you leave Perkins, the waitress talkies.
comes to ask you if you wanted 
dessert.
You are on the phone to me. 
The waitress waits. And waits. 
And waits. You are at table five. 
A starving, runaway orphan 
child sits at table six. Because 
you talk to me when you should 
be conducting a perfectly normal 
business transaction, a piece of 
that orphan dies.
Because you let a piece of 
you die and him 
die, you are a 
homicidal tool.
Because you 
check your mes­
sages before each 
class, you're 
deluded. What 
could you possi­
bly do about such 
a message while 
you are in your class? I know 
you. Trust me, you aren't that 
important.
Mr. Lee ought to remember 
that no one owning a cell phone 
is worth his friendship. People 
who use cell phones and spend 
95% of their time on the LU 
campus are morons.
You pay 30 bucks a month for 
a carcinogenic piece of plastic. 
You make me sick. Get out of my 
sight and go to Radio Shack, you 
loser: they're called walkie
*This time we’re serious...sort of.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
New SOUP programming shows 
promise with big names
SOUP has long been the target of gripers across campus. We 
hope, though, that those who were quick to criticize SOUP will also 
be the first to thank them for landing Ben Folds for a concert April 8.
After a great deal of surveying, SOUP discovered that many stu­
dents would prefer a "big name" over a bevy of college-circuit folk 
musicians.
Not wasting time, the Big Event committee set to work under 
cloak of secrecy and started polling students on their favorite "big 
event." The overwhelming choice was Ben Folds, one of the most 
engaging performers on today's circuit.
And so, SOUP hitched their wagons and LUCC funding to a 
star, and managed to land him.
To grab a spot on a multi-platinum artist's schedule barely two 
months in advance requires discretion, tenacity, financial commit­
ment, and skilled planning. That Folds comes to LU immediately 
following tours of Asia and Australia speaks to a major campus- 
planning coup, for our benefit.
Beyond thanking SOUP, students ought to be vigilant about 
buying tickets for the Folds concert as soon as they become avail­
able. Even if you are not a Folds fan, rest assured the concert will 
catch your fancy in some sense.
Also, if the student body fails to buy tickets promptly or at all, 
the event will become merely a mecca for Midwest Folds fans.
To pack the chapel to the rafters with Lawrentians would send 
a message to SOUP: "Thanks, and keep it up."
This year, however, SOUP not only brought us Folds but also 
Lewis Black. Black was a big event in his own right; that our small 
campus should be lucky enough to receive two big events is a cred­
it to smart planning and hard work.
Appreciate Ben Folds, thank SOUP, and grab your tickets as 
soon as they become available. It doesn't get much bigger than him.
LU locks betray mixed 
midterm messages
by Courtney McNamara
After reading Peter Gillette's 
column detailing the "schedule" of a 
typical student during reading 
period last fall, I did what any self- 
respecting Lawrence student 
would do: felt really guilty for a few 
minutes, and then proceeded to 
complete as little work as humanly 
possible for the rest of the weekend.
However, I would like to issue a 
charge to my fellow Lawrentian 
regarding the upcoming midterm 
reading period: feel guilty no 
longer! Why. you ask? Because the 
Residence Life department and 
campus security have declared 
reading period an official vacation!
This might seem to directly 
conflict the brightly-colored memo 
you may receive in your mailbox 
from Dean Gajewski and the rest of 
the Academic Services department, 
but I assure you that it's true. If we 
were supposed to stay on campus 
during reading period, do home­
work, and meet with our advisors 
as that memo would lead you to 
believe, why would they lock us out 
of the dorms?
LU res. halls are only 
locked 24 hours a day on two dis­
tinct occasions: during Celebrate or 
Octoberfest, or on official campus 
holidays such as Thanksgiving and 
Spring Break, the purpose being 
either to keep townies or students 
out, respectively.
Therefore, I propose to you that 
either we should consider reading 
period a time when the safety and 
security of student property is at 
risk from invading townies (in 
which case you should leave cam­
pus anyway), or we are entitled to 
view it as an official break during 
which we are supposed, even 
required, to leave campus.
As the latter option seems both 
more plausible and beneficial to me 
personally, I'm inclined to assume 
that "reading period" is merely a 
code word for "holiday during 
which any studying is absolutely 
forbidden by the command of Amy 
Uecke and Lawrence security."
Until the front doors to all of 
the dorms on campus remain 
unlocked during reading period, I 
will treat these short few days in 
the way that Residence Life and 
campus security continue to 
endorse—as a much-needed vaca­
tion. Hey, I hear Northwest 
Airlines is having an airfare sale...
CLASSIFIED
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Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser.com 
3 hour fundraising event. Our programs make fundraising easy with no risks. 
Fundraising dates are filing quickly, so get with the program! It works. Contact 
Campusfundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
'Fight' for our 
right to party
by Robin Humbert
Cues Columnist
Many students on campus are 
very upset over strict drinking or 
partying guidelines the adminis­
tration have instated, claiming 
that we are responsible students 
and can handle less rigid restric­
tions. Such restrictions include the 
Delta Tau Delta fraternity being 
put on an extra term of probation, 
the necessity of a "party permit" 
when hosting more than a small 
number of friends at a gathering, 
pesky RLA s and noise violations, 
and the ever so popular Code of 
Student Responsibility (as given in 
the Student Handbook).
These restrictions may 
seem outlandish, and students are 
willing to argue with anyone who 
will listen to diminish part or all of 
constraints given by the adminis­
tration. However, complaining will 
not work. That is why some con­
cerned students have taken action. 
They write articles in popular cam­
pus newspapers, consult with 
administration members in meet­
ings, and lastly, but most impor­
tantly as it seems to be the most 
popular choice of protest, is to bla­
tantly break the rules given.
Within the past few 
weekends, some students have cho­
sen to be martyrs, and defy the 
administration. There was a fire 
alarm pulled in Sage Hall two 
weekends ago, along with a physi­
cal fight involving a Lawrence stu­
dent and an Appletonian. The inci­
dents were not isolated, as a stu­
dent found it righteous to throw a 
chair from the student union over 
the footbridge this past weekend. 
In addition, every year there Eire 
many students who resist alcohol 
awareness, by being rushed to the 
hospital for alcohol poisoning.
These protesters’ activism may 
be well intended; but unfortunate­
ly, in reality they do not exemplify 
responsible, CEiring, individuals to 
the Appleton com m unity or our 
administration.
I say, keep fighting! I want to 
have fun, and the defiant students 
are the ones who know how to pro­
duce an enjoyable charismatic 
atmosphere. However, as fun lov­
ing as these students are, their 
bold tactics of breaking the rules 
and then begging the administra­
tion for more freedom, while claim­
ing to not be the rabble-rousers, 
seems to be a failed attempt. A dif­
ferent approach may to lay low for 
a while, and really show how 
mature we as a student body real­
ly are.
PHOTO POLL: What do you think 
of Ben Folds as SOUP’s ‘Big Ivwnt'V
“Ben Folds Five?! More like Ben Folds 
five years ago!"
John Sutton
“1 prefer Ben Folds sans Five to Hootie 
sans The Blowfish." 
Amy Farrar
“What's he going to be folding? Can 1 
bring my sheets?"
Drew Badger
“1 don’t know who Ben Folds is, but he 
will feel the wrath of my 
laser pointer.” 
Justin Edd
photo poll by Alissa Thompson and Lindsay Moore
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THIS WAS THE FACE OF MCCARTHYISM, the same one that shied away from 
girls during his youth in Appleton.
by Danielle Dahlke
Staff Writer
Joseph McCarthy, famous for 
his role in the Red Scare of the 
1950s, is more than a name etched 
in American history textbooks. This 
man, as many people in the com­
munity know, was a native of the 
Fox Valley.
Although the former senator is 
remembered for adding 
"McCarthyism" to the English lan­
guage, few people are aware of how 
humble his beginning was during 
the early half of the last century.
The first McCarthy - Joseph's 
Irish grandfather, Stephen Patrick - 
settled in Grand Chute a decade 
after the first homestead was built 
in the city of Appleton. (For those 
unfamiliar with the area, Grand 
Chute is where Wal-Mart and the 
Fox River Mall are located).
Joe's father, after his marriage, 
built his own farm and eight-room 
clapboard house on what is now 
referred to as McCarthy Road. 
There, the McCarthys raised cows, 
horses, and chickens, and also grew 
com, hay, barley, oats, and cabbage.
On Nov. 15, 1908, Joe was bom, 
the fifth child of Tim and Bridget 
McCarthy. Under care of a stem 
and rigid father, he grew up learn­
ing all the fundamentals of farming. 
His parents, also advocates of a 
good education, sent him to 
Underhill School, a one-room 
schoolhouse, which he attended 
until eighth grade.
After losing interest in educa­
tion, Joseph made an attempt at 
entrepreneurship. With $65, he 
fenced off an edge of his family's 
property and started his own chick­
en farm.
Beginning by selling cases of 
eggs to local stores, McCarthy soon 
became successful and drove as far 
as Chicago to market his poultry. 
He owned 2,000 hens and 10,000 
broilers (young chicken) at his busi­
ness's peak. His photo graced the 
pages of poultry magazines, and he 
emerged as an authority in disease, 
marketing, and feed.
At age 17, Joe came down with 
a serious case of influenza and was 
forced to stay in bed for days. Left in 
the hands of careless neighbor boys, 
his chicken farm was swept by dis­
ease, and a large percentage of his 
stock was lost. After the dishearten­
ing event, he lacked the enthusiasm 
to rebuild, and sought other career 
options. As for his social life, 
McCarthy was a man of contradic­
tions. Although he regularly attend­
ed community functions such as 
square dances with the other 
McCarthy children, he is remem­
bered as being nervous in the com­
pany of the opposite sex. No "ladies 
man," McCarthy was frequently 
referred to as shy, awkward, ugly, 
and introverted.
Ironically, he has also been 
labeled a handsome, hyperactive, 
outgoing, daredevil, and extrovert­
ed. He went so far as to drive his 
brother's motorcycle into a comcrib 
at the age of 13 and broke an ankle 
in the process.
Whether he was truly popular 
or not, we may never know. 
Nonetheless, his social standing 
wasn't a hindrance in his finding a 
career.
McCarthy eventually became 
manager of a grocery store, and 
decided to go back to school after
realizing the lack of opportunity in 
such a position. He entered high 
school as part of an accelerated pro­
gram while continuing to work. 
After graduation, he held various 
other menial jobs, and was eventu­
ally accepted into Marquette 
University of Milwaukee.
After receiving a degree in law, 
McCarthy ran for senate in 1945. 
Soon after, he began giving his infa­
mous communist-hunting speeches. 
He claimed to possess the names of 
205 communists that were mem­
bers of the State Department, and 
he held hearings on television with 
a nationwide audience.
In the 1950's, McCarthy 
emerged as one of the most contro­
versial and ultimately feared men 
in Washington, D.C. At the time, he 
was labeled by reporters as "the 
worst senator ever," and "historical 
half-truths" became know as 
McCarthyism.
After his political downfall, 
McCarthy led an obscure life until 
his death on May 2, 1957, at the 
Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, 
Md. A week later, services were held 
at St. Mary's Catholic church here 
in Appleton. He was buried on a 
bluff overlooking the Fox River.
Lindert Be cool 
like Brad
continued from page 3
with a stereo, put your music on 
and let people know that it is 
your music (this does not mean 
the stuff you recorded, but if it is 
you get extra cool points).
A prime place for this is a cof­
feehouse, because cool people 
hang out there and will agree 
with you. Also, people who want 
to be cool hang out there too, and 
to be cool they will pretend that 
they know what you are talking 
about.
But it doesn't matter, because 
it's only a coffeehouse. To be truly 
cool you must up the exposure a 
notch.
The next step to being totally 
cool is getting on the radio. Now 
people who aren't in the same city 
as you can find out how cool your 
music is and by association how 
cool you are.
On the radio you can talk 
about how cool the bands are and 
how cool you are for listening to 
Sigur Ros and The Velvet 
Underground. (See how cool I 
was? I just dropped some band 
names).
And finally, if you still don't 
think you're cool enough, get a 
rock column in a paper: any 
paper. Heck, if you wanted to, you 
could create your own paper. 
Then when you write an article 
use a Wilco song lyric as your col­
umn title. And have your image 
be John Stamos, because, remem­
ber, the '80s are cool, so you will 
be cool too.
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Truesdell's Red Hawks subdued again
by Anthony J. Totoraitis
For The Lawrentian
The most recent notch in the 
Ripon/Lawrence rivalry clearly 
shows that Lawrence is on its way up 
in the MWC. LU Men’s and Women's 
Basketball teams both handily 
defeated the Red Hawks in front of a 
boisterous home crowd. Once again. 
Dean Truesdell's alma mater was 
unresponsive in the clutch.
For many years in the esteemed
LUCC: Brokaw
not to be used 
for future 
student housing
continued from, page 1
greater detail next week when 
the council will also vote 
whether to pass the legislation. 
DeLaney encouraged council 
members to speak to their con­
stituents during the week to 
determine student sentiment on 
the subject.
An important issue regard­
ing student life was also 
announced at the meeting. 
Megan Brown, of the residence 
life committee, announced that 
Brokaw Hall will not be used for 
student housing next year.
Dean Nancy Truesdell 
explained that Brokaw had 
never been intended for use as 
long-term housing for students 
and with the new dorm, it will 
no longer be necessary.
Midwest Conference, Lawrence was 
not considered a powerhouse. Little 
or no respect was given to 
Lawrence's athletes, who concen­
trate on studies first. The Vikings 
garnered little attention. Those 
days are clearly over in the MWC.
Lawrence has thrust itself upon 
the athletic scene without sacrific­
ing any of its highly respected acad­
emics. This is veiy hard to do in a 
small school setting. Many schools 
in the conference are struggling
continued from page 8
John Tharp took a time out and 
gathered his Vikings around to try 
and stop the Redhawks. Whatever 
Tharp said in that huddle worked, 
because the Vikings came out play­
ing like they had against Ripon in 
the first game.
The Vikings stormed back to tie 
the game at 60, and when Chris 
MacGillis hit a beautiful spinning 
lay-up in the lane to put the Vikings 
ahead 62-60, they wouldn't relin­
quish the lead the rest of the way.
The Redhawks would continue 
to pressure the ball and hit three 
pointers down the stretch, but the
continued from page 8
down the right sideline and stopped 
on the baseline. She put up an 18- 
foot jump shot and nailed it to put 
the Vikings ahead 67-66 with 2.4 
seconds left. Zarecki stole the ensu­
ing inbounds pass and the Vikings 
pulled off the upset.
Porrata was the player of the
LU Swimmers place 
second in Wisconsin 
Private College
Championships
The Lawrence University 
Swimming and Diving teams both 
took second place at the Wisconsin 
Private College Championships 
this past weekend here at 
Lawrence. Look for a complete 
review of the meet, including news 
of a national qualifier and a pre­
view of the MWC Conference meet 
in next week's Lawrentian.
Viking Pucksters 
crushed by Marian
The Lawrence University 
Men’s Hockey team lost almost 
any chance of winning the MCHA 
title this past weekend, dropping 
games to Marian 8-2 and 11-4. The 
Vikings trail Marian by three 
points in the standings.
Friday night the Vikings fell 
victim to the fast-paced scoring 
attack of the Sabers. Marian 
scored two goals in 30 seconds in 
the first period, and added the 
eventual game winner only a 
minute and a half into the second 
period. Andy Link's goal brought 
the Vikings within one, but the 
Sabres scored the next five goals. 
Matt Melchiori added the final 
Viking goal.
Saturday night the Vikings 
started off by taking the lead early.
right now for equilibrium.
Illinois College recently built a 
large new athletic facility and now 
has little money for its academic 
departments. Ripon is cutting 
departments, as it does not have the 
funds to support a teaching staff.
At times when others are falling 
in academics, Lawrence has stayed 
the course. Now Lawrence is assert­
ing itself on the field, too.
In basketball, both men and 
women are particularly hot. The
Vikings hit 13 of 14 free throws in 
the last two minutes to hang on and 
sweep the Redhawks for the first 
time since the 1982-83 season.
The Vikings were led on the 
floor by junior guard Nenahlo. He 
scored 21 points for the Vikings and 
connected on 11 of 12 free throws in 
the game.
Brendan Falls had 17 points, 
including going six for six on free 
throws in the game.
Braier was huge on the boards 
as he outdid his point total by two. 
He had 15 points and an amazing 
17 rebounds.
With the win the Vikings 
remain on pace to win their first
night for the Vikings. She finished 
with a double double with 22 points 
and 11 rebounds. Getzoff added 12 
and Jetel added 11 for the Vikings.
With the win the Vikings move 
to 7-4 in the MWC, good enough for 
fourth place. Ripon falls into second 
place at 9-2. The Vikings are in line 
for the fourth and final playoff spot 
right now, but still have five games
Paul Melchiori scored only a 
minute and a half into the game, 
but Marian soon struck back. Two 
goals in 30 seconds gave the 
Sabres the lead. The Vikings 
responded with Danny Schroeder's 
goal on the power play, but again 
Marian scored two goals and took a 
4-2 lead into the first intermission.
The Vikings pulled Daniel 
Ljung and put in Dan Pfeiffelman, 
but it wasn't enough to stop the 
Sabres. They scored the next six 
goals, and then another three after 
Andy Rozanski's goal for the 
Vikings. Schroeder added his sec-
S p o r ts  
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ond goal late in the third period, 
but it wasn't nearly enough.
The Vikings will host a non­
conference series against Hamline 
University this weekend at the 
Appleton Family Ice Center. Face- 
off is 7:00 p.m. Friday and 2:00 
p.m. Saturday.
Viking Grapplers drop 
two to WIAC Foes
The Lawrence University 
Wrestling team dropped two
men have a one game lead on 
Grinnell, and the women are win­
ners of six of their last seven.
Men's Hockey is in contention 
for conference, despite a disappoint­
ing weekend against Mariam.
The basebadl teaun is looking for 
amother quaility yeair behind head 
coach Korey Krueger.
Men's golf is scorching behind 
Jeff Henderson, Blaike Nelson and 
the Orth brothers. Last yeair the 
women received the all-sports
MWC Title since 1996-97. The 
Vikings are in first place with a 
game amd a hadf lead on Grinnell.
The Vikings will be down in 
Illinois this weekend taking on 
Lake Forest and Illinois College.
Another game the Vikings will 
be watching closely takes place 
Saturday afternoon.
Grinnell will be hosting Ripon 
in a game that could determine who 
will be fighting the Vikings for the 
top spot over the laist two weeks of 
the season.
Game time for the Vikings is 
7:30 p.m. at Lake Forest Friday and 
4:00 p.m. at Illinois College on 
Saturday.
remaiining.
This weekend they will take on 
Lake Forest, who the Vikings 
defeated on a Getzoff buzzer-beater 
earlier in the year and Illinois 
College who is one game behind the 
Vikings for the final playoff spot.
Game time will be 5:30 p.m. 
Friday at Lake Forest and 2:00 p.m. 
at Illinois College Saturday.
WIAC duel matches this past 
weekend. Friday they lost 20-15 to 
UW-Whitewater and Saturday 
they lost to sixth ranked national­
ly UW-La Crosse.
Winning matches for the 
Vikings on Friday were Ric 
Scannel, Ben Dictus, Mark 
Schmoll and Noah Plavansky. 
Saturday only Scannel had a win.
The next match for the Vikings 
is this weekend when they travel 
to compete in the Wheaton College 
Invitational.
Indoor Track sprints 
to good finish
The LU Indoor Track team fin­
ished well at the Carthage College 
Invitational this past weekend. 
The women finished fifth, while 
the men placed in 11th.
Leading the women was Sarah 
Slivinski. She placed in four differ­
ent events, with her highest finish 
being second in the 200 hurdles. 
Other high finishes for the Viking 
women included Shelley Ebert 
placing second in the 600; the 
1,600 relay and the long distance 
relay also took second place.
Kolade Agbaje-Williams led 
the men. He broke the meet record 
and fell just short of the LU record 
in winning the triple jump. He also 
narrowly missed the LU record in 
the long jump; he took second. The 
Vikings next meet will take place 
next weekend as they compete in 
the UW-Stevens Point 
Invitational.
Midwest Conference Champions.
This recent surge of athletic 
prowess must be from the brilliant 
recruiting job of the head and assis­
tant coaches. Recruiting classes are 
getting bigger and more talented.
With this new depth, experience 
will come in a few years. Lawrence 
will maintain this recent success as 
long as our coaches keep up their 
hard work. Credit the players for 
their drive for excellence and hard 
work.
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we publish. 
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LU Women: Vikings rise into fourth place
V  i k i i i g s  o f  
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TIFFANY PANNIER 
SWIMMING
Tiffany Pannier placed in 
three events to lead Lawrence 
University to second place at 
the Wisconsin Private College 
Championships last Saturday. 
Pannier, a junior from Salt 
Lake City, Utah, won the 400- 
yard individual medley in 4 
minutes, 59.88 seconds. She 
also grabbed second in the 200 
IM in 2:21.78 and took sixth 
in the 200 butterfly in 2:29.89.
KOLADE WILLIAMS 
INDOOR TRACK
Kolade Agbaje-Williams 
won one event and placed sec­
ond in another at the 
Carthage College Invitational 
last Saturday.
The Evergreen Park, 111. 
native shattered the meet 
record in the triple jump 
when he jumped 45 feet, 6.25 
inches, breaking the previous 
record of 44’6” and coming up 
3.5 inches short of Lawrence's 
school record.
The freshman also took 
second in the long jump with 
a leap of 22-11, which also 
broke the meet record, but he 
was edged for the title in the 
event by Henry Holmes of 
Aquinas, who jumped 23’0.5”. 
Agbaje-Williams' jump was 
an inch short of Lawrence's 
school record.
Agbaje-Williams also ran 
to 14th place in the 400 in 
54.81 seconds.
Men's Mxill: Super season sustains success
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Engineer
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Around the Bases
Not just 
cricket 
anymore
By the time this column is 
printed, the 8th Cricket World 
Cup will be just a day away.
As an aside, this columnist 
would like to point out that it 
will be the first World Cup he 
has not been able to watch on 
television for 20 years. He is jus­
tifiably not pleased about such a 
situation.
But back to the subject at 
hand, i.e., the tournament itself. 
The Australians are the clear 
favorites to defend their title, 
with South Africa touted as sec­
ond favorite.
An interesting statistic that 
works against the South 
Africans is that no country has 
ever won the World Cup on home 
soil.
Whether the South Africans 
succumb to the jinx remains to 
be seen, of course, but even they 
have acknowledged that 
Australia is the team to beat.
Of more pressing note, how­
ever -  and this is an issue I com­
mented on a couple of weeks ago 
-- the English team has officially 
submitted a request to ICC 
World Cup Technical Committee 
requesting that their match in 
Harare on Feb. 13 be moved to 
South Africa for safety and secu­
rity reasons.
This comes on the heels of 
New Zealand asking that their 
match in Kenya be moved to a 
safer location. New Zealand is 
also looking at possible legal 
options if the ICC turns down 
their request.
Once again I assert that the 
venues should be changed, and 
not just because of security and 
safety reasons.
Naturally, the safety of the 
players is the primary concern 
in such a situation, but there is 
also the question of recognizing 
the realities on the ground.
If the ICC chooses not to 
move the matches, it will send 
the wrong signal to the cricket­
ing world, that the governing 
body of the sport does not care 
about its players and their con­
cerns.
The ICC must therefore be 
most judicious in the handling of 
this issue, and put the interests 
of the game and the players 
before its own interests.
Vikings continue to soar
LU sweeps 
Ripon fo r first 
tim e since 1983
by Andy York
Sports Editor
The Lawrence University Men’s 
basketball team continues to soar 
toward a Midwest Conference 
championship after sweeping two 
Illinois teams this weekend and 
defeating rival Ripon Tuesday 
night. The Vikings defeated Knox 
80-70, Monmouth 86-56, and Ripon 
78-72.
Friday night against Knox the 
Vikings showed their supremacy 
over the Prairie Fire. While the 
score may look close, it actually was 
not a close game. The Vikings easily 
led at the half 36-23, and cruised in 
the second half as well.
The lead got cut to seven points 
as John Tharp played the end of his 
bench for the rest of the half, but the 
Vikings were never in danger of los­
ing the game.
The Vikings had four players in 
double figures, and were led by 
Chris Braier. The freshman phe- 
nom had 16 points and also had 10 
rebounds for another double double.
Jason Hollinbeck had a great 
game for the Vikings, scoring 18 
points. Rob Nenahlo had 15 points, 
in what would be a warm up for the 
Ripon game for him, and Chris
MacGillis rounded out the Vikings 
in double figures with 11.
If Friday's game was too close 
for you, then Saturday was more 
like it for Viking fans. The Vikings 
had defeated the Scots by 35 the 
week before, and the Scots were try­
ing to avenge that loss. It didn't 
happen.
The Vikings got on top early, 
and rolled in the second half as they 
cruised to a 30-point victory.
The closest Monmouth ever got 
was 16-12, and then the Vikings 
just put them away. By the half 
Lawrence had jumped out to a 47- 
23 lead. It just got worse for the 
Scots from there.
The Vikings went on a 25-10 
fun to begin the half, and they 
achieved their biggest lead of 39 
points with a score of72-33. The end 
of the Viking bench saw the most 
action they have seen all year, and 
the Vikings ran away with an 86-56 
victory. It was the second largest 
win the Vikings have ever achieved 
over the Scots, with only the game 
the week before being larger.
The Vikings only had three peo­
ple in double figures, as most of the 
starters and role players did not 
play much in the second half. 
Quentin Herring had his best game 
as a Viking, scoring 14 points. 
Braier added 13 of his own along 
with nine boards in only 16 minutes 
on the floor. Hollinbeck rounded out 
his weekend with 10.
So that set up the crown jewel of 
the season: the Vikings hosting
rival Ripon. The Redhawks still 
remembered the crushing 79-64 
defeat the Vikings put on them at 
Ripon on Jan. 11. It would end up 
being a back and forth battle, but 
the Vikings would prevail in the 
end.
The first half was a seesaw bat­
tle between two of the better teams 
in the MWC. Each team jumped out 
to a six-point lead at one time dur­
ing the first half, but no one could 
hold the advantage.
Scott Landish led the 
Redhawks. He had 15 points at the 
half for Ripon, but the Vikings had 
shut everyone else down. The 
Vikings had spread the ball around 
as is their typical fashion, no one 
player dominating the way Landish 
was. At the half Ripon clung to a one 
point lead, 34-33.
The Vikings capie out and set 
the tone immediately, as the first 
shot of the second half was a 
Nenahlo three pointer. The Vikings 
parlayed that into a 9-0 run to start 
the half, but they knew that would­
n't be enough against the potent 
Redhawk offense.
Ripon would come back, and 
did. With 12 minutes, Josh Glocke 
hit a three pointer to tie the game at 
48. It was only the beginning of the 
Ripon onslaught. The Redhawks 
continued to outplay the Vikings 
over a six-minute stretch, and with 
8:18 left Ripon had its biggest lead 
of the second half at 58-53.
See Men’s B-ball on page 7
Jumping into the hunt
Women's B-ball 
sweeps trio of 
MWC opponents
by Andy York
Sports Editor
The Lawrence University 
Women's Basketball team is cruis­
ing up the MWC standings after 
another great weekend. The 
Vikings defeated Knox and crushed 
Monmouth this weekend and upset 
first place Ripon Tuesday night.
The Vikings got off to a good 
start on Friday against Knox. The 
Vikings immediately jumped all 
over the Prairie Fire and took an 
11-0 lead. They built on that and 
went into halftime with a 30-17 
lead.
The second half would be no less 
of a Viking domination as they 
stretched their lead up to 23 points 
with the score being 61-38. Coach 
Amy Proctor got the end of her 
bench some playing time and the 
Vikings cruised to a 70-50 victory.
Freshman Claire Getzoff led the 
Vikings with 22 points. Jenny Jetel 
had her best game of the season 
with her first career double double. 
She had 14 points and 10 rebounds. 
Jetel would have an even better 
game the next afternoon against 
Monmouth.
Just like the men, the Viking 
women got on top of the Scots early 
and just kept going. Jetel scored the 
first nine Viking points, a good start 
to her best game yet as a Viking.
The Scots scored seven early 
points, but then were stalled by the 
Viking defense and they couldn't 
even creep into double figures until
there were just under two minutes 
left in the half.
The game went from being tied 
at seven with 17 minutes left in the 
half to being a 42-9 Viking lead with 
two minutes left. The half merciful­
ly ended for the Scots with the 
Vikings ahead 48-13.
The Scots mounted a comeback 
in the second half, but it was too lit­
tle too late. The Vikings pushed 
their lead up to as much as 37 
points early in the second half, and 
they cruised down the stretch to a
71-49 victory.
Every single player who got into 
the game scored for the Vikings. 
Jetel had a career game for LU by 
scoring 17 points. Ashley Stanton 
had her best game of the season as 
she added 11 points for LU. Felice 
Porrata added 10 to round out the 
double figure scorers for the 
Vikings. For Porrata it would only 
be a lead-in to the game against 
Ripon on Tuesday.
Tuesday night the Vikings came 
out thinking they could upset the 
Redhawks and it happened. The 
Vikings came out in the first half 
with all of the intensity and played 
good basketball. The Redhawks 
looked surprised, as the Vikings 
seemed to stomp all over them.
Ripon didn't have a very good 
shooting first half, and the Vikings 
shot well. Less then two minutes 
into the game the Vikings were 
already up 10-0 and the Redhawks 
were on their heels.
The Vikings maintained that 
lead for most of the first half as 
Ripon got within six, but the 
Vikings quickly built it up again. At 
the half the shell-shocked 
Redhawks trailed the surprising 
Vikings 31-22. However, Ripon
would be heard in the second half.
The Vikings continued to domi­
nate the game early in the second 
half. With 13 minutes left, the Vikes 
took their biggest lead, a 17 point 
lead on a Getzoff three-pointer.
The Vikings led 50-33, but sud­
denly the Redhawks were on the 
offensive. The Vikings began to get 
sloppy, and Karin Kedrowski took 
over for Ripon. The Ripon star start­
ed to play the point guard slot, and 
would pull up for an open three- 
pointer if she had the shot.
The Vikings lead steadily 
decreased, and then with 4:28 left 
in the game, Kedrowski hit a three 
pointer to put the Redhawks in the 
lead for the first time at 59-58.
From then on the game went 
back and forth, no team holding a 
definite advantage. With 24 seconds 
left Melissa Skurzewski hit a lay-up 
to put the Redhawks up, 66-63.
Skurzewski was also fouled on 
the play and went to the line with a 
chance to bury the Vikings hopes, 
but a miss and a rebound by 
Porrata, and the Vikings were back 
in business.
Getzoff missed her tying three- 
pointer, and Carla Zarecki was 
fouled and put on the free throw 
line. She hit both, and with 11 sec­
onds left the Vikings trailed by one.
Ripon guard Molly Kneip was 
fouled on the inbounds pass and 
had a chance to increase the Ripon 
lead. However, she missed both free 
throws, and after another rebound 
by Porrata, the Vikings called time­
out to set up the last play.
The play was set up to go to 
Getzoff, but she was smothered so 
Porrata took the ball. She drove
See LU Women on page 7
LU Scoreboard
MEN’S BASKETBALL
January 31 
Lawrence 80
K nox 70
February 1 
M onm outh 56 
Lawrence 86
February 4 
Ripon 72 
Lawrence 78
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
January 31 
Knox 50 
Lawrence 70
February 1 
M onm outh 49 
Lawrence 71
February 4 
R ipon 66 
Lawrence 67
HOCKEY
January 31 
Marian 8
Lawrence 2
February 1 
Marian 11
Lawrence 4
WRESTLING
January 31 
UW-Whitewater 20
Lawrence 15
February 1 
UW-La-Crosse 35
Lawrence 3
SWIMMING AND DIVING
February 1
Wis. Private College Cham pionships 
M en 2nd 
W omen 5th
INDOOR TRACK
Carthage College Invitiational 
M en 11th 
Women 5th
Team Standings
MEN’S BASKETBALL
M W C Overal
W-L W-L
Lawrence 9-2 15-3
Grinnell 7-3 12-5
Illinois C. 7-4 11-7
Ripon 6-5 12-6
St. Norbert 6-5 9-9
Knox 5-6 8-10
Beloit 4-7 6-12
Carroll 4-6 6-11
Lake Forest 4-6 5-12
M onm outh 1-9 4-13
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
M W C Overall
W-L W-L
St. Norbert 10-1 14-4
Ripon 9-2 15-3
Lake Forest 8-2 15-2
Lawrence 7-4 10-8
Carroll 6-5 8-9
Carroll 4-6 6-10
Grinnell 4-7 9-7
M onmouth 4-7 6-12
Beloit 1-10 4-14
Knox 1-10 4-12
HOCKEY
M CH A
W-L-T Points
Marian 10-1-1 21
I^ aw rence 9-5-0 18
M inn.-Crookston 7-3-2 16
N orthland . 1-10-1 5
Milw. School o f  E ng 0-8-2 4
Standings courtesy o f 
www.m idwestconference.org 
H ockey standings are from USCHO.com  
All statistics are accurate as o f  02-04-03
